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MEDICAL DISCLAIMER
Please Note: The recommendations in this and any other document are not 

medical guidelines but are for educational purposes only. You must consult your 

physician prior to starting this or any other program or if you have any medical 

condition or injury that can possibly worsen with physical activity.  

 

If you have any pre-existing back or physical injury, DO NOT START THIS PROGRAM 

until you have full clearance from your physician.

 

This program is designed for healthy individuals 18 years and older only. The information 

in this document is meant to supplement, not replace, proper exercise training. All forms 

of exercise pose some inherent risks. Marc “Funk” Roberts, or anyone associated with 

Funk Roberts Fitness Ltd advises readers to take full responsibility for their safety and 

know their limits. 

Before partaking in the exercises in this or any other program, be sure that your 

equipment is well maintained, and do not take risks beyond your level of experience, 

aptitude, training and fitness. 

The exercises and dietary programs in this book are not intended as a substitute for 

any exercise routine or treatment or dietary regimen that may have been prescribed 

by your physician. Don’t lift heavy weights if you are alone, inexperienced, injured, or 

fatigued. Don’t perform any exercise unless you have been shown the proper technique 

by a certified fitness trainer or certified strength and conditioning specialist. Always ask 

for instruction and assistance when lifting. Don’t perform any exercise without proper 

instruction. 

Always do a warm-up prior to any exercise including but not limited to interval training. 

See your physician before starting any exercise or nutrition program. If you are taking 

any medications, you must talk to your physician before starting any exercise program, 

including but not limited to Funk Roberts Fitness. 

If you experience any lightheadedness, dizziness, or shortness of breath while exercising, 

stop the movement and consult a physician immediately. You must have a complete 

physical examination if you are sedentary, if you have high cholesterol, high blood 

pressure, or diabetes, if you are overweight, or if you are over 30 years old. 

Please discuss all nutritional changes with your physician or a registered dietitian. If your 

physician recommends that you don’t use this or any other program, please follow your 

doctor’s orders. 



WAIVER & RELEASE OF 
LIABILITY

(READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PERFORMING ANY EXERCISES IN THIS MANUAL)

I UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THERE ARE RISKS INVOLVED 

IN PARTICIPATING IN ANY EXERCISE PROGRAM AND / OR ANY EXERCISES 

CONTAINED WITHIN THIS MANUAL IN CONSIDERATION FOR BEING ALLOWED TO 

UTILIZE THE INFORMATION IN THIS MANUAL.

I AGREE THAT I WILL ASSUME THE RISK AND FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DETERMINING THE NEED FOR MEDICAL CLEARANCE FROM MY PHYSICIAN 

AND OBTAINING SUCH CLEARANCE, THE SAFETY AND/OR EFFICACY OF ANY 

EXERCISE PROGRAM RECOMMENDED TO ME, AND ANY AND ALL INJURIES, 

LOSSES, OR DAMAGES, WHICH MIGHT OCCUR TO ME AND / OR TO MY FAMILY 

WHILE UTILIZING THE INFORMATION IN THIS MANUAL AND TO THE MAXIMUM 

EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW I AGREE 

TO WAIVE AND RELEASE ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, SUITS, OR RELATED CAUSES OF 

ACTION AGAINST FUNK ROBERTS FITNESS OR FUNK ROBERTS, ,HIS EMPLOYEES, 

FOR INJURY, LOSS, DEATH, COSTS OR OTHER DAMAGES TO ME, MY HEIRS OR 

ASSIGNS, WHILE UTILIZING ALL THE INFORMATION OR PARTAKING IN THE 

EXERCISES CONTAINED WITHIN THIS MANUAL OR VIDEO LIBRARY. I FURTHER 

AGREE TO RELEASE, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD FUNK ROBERTS FITNESS AND 

MARC FUNK ROBERTS FROM ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR FUTURE CLAIMS 

PRESENTED BY MY CHILDREN FOR ANY INJURIES, LOSSES OR DAMAGES.
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WELCOME TO FAT SHREDDER
Welcome to my 28 Day Fat Shredder HIIT workout program. The goal of this program is to 

help you burn unwanted fat, lose weight and get super fit in just 28 days.

These circuits were game changers for my fitness.  In fact I got SUPER SHREDDER using 

these workouts and my 51 year old sister lost 15 pounds using these workouts.

HOW!

The workouts use high intensity interval training and my unique combination of exercise 

movements that creates a fat burning system during and hours after the workout is one.

These workouts are challenging but fun and for the next 28 day you will use 4 powerful 

circuits, to train alongside me, while I coach you and we sculpt a shredder body for you.

The best thing is that you will not need any equipment but your body weight only and a 

little bit of space.

I cannot wait to see your results over the next 28 days but you have to be ready to put in 

the work.

Are you ready?  Let’s Get it Done!

Your Friend and Coach

 

FAT SHREDDER HIIT WORKOUTS
Working at maximal intensity for an extended amount of time is physiologically impossible. 

So if you think that working tougher workout routines for longer durations will make you 

shed fat faster, you may need to rethink your weight loss strategy.

Instead there is a much more effective way of transforming your body. This workout routine 

involves much shorter durations than traditional workout, is full of high intensity moves and 
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grants your body frequent recovery periods to get all set up for the next round. 

This guide will run you through the simple tips and techniques to shed off those extra 

pounds using HIIT training! 

CHAPTER 1: 
WHAT IS HIIT? 
High intensity interval training or HIIT is a very specific type of training technique where you 

give everything you have during short but fierce spurts of exercise. The bursts are alternated 

with short and occasionally active periods of recovery as opposed to standing still. 

This kind of intense training raises and keeps the heart rate up while burning more fat 

deposits in less time. You can also get the same effect when you go for a long run where 

you also kick up your heart rate and keep it up. However, the two are very different, as the 

results produced vary significantly. 

THE SCIENCE BEHIND HIIT 

As seen above, HIIT aims to induce overload. That is to say, by going through strenuous 

exercise, training fatigues the body significantly in the hope for supercompensation. 

However, this supercompensation can only occur when the training overload is supported 

by significant recovery. Together, the two components aim to bring about physiological 

adaptations that lead to increased performance above the baseline. 

THE EPOC EFFECT 

Also known as the afterburn effect, EPOC helps burn more calories long after finishing your 

workout. This occurs when the quantity of oxygen consumed after exercise exceeds that of 

the pre-exercise level.

IS HIIT RIGHT FOR YOU?  

Since HIIT is all about intensity, you need to be in fairly good health with an elementary 

level of general and core strength along with mobility. 
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You also need to be aware of your personal physical limitations. 

People who want to take on HIIT should be interested in trying out a number of different 

exercises and be knowledgeable about performing these moves not only correctly but 

safely as well.

 If you are above the age of 55, then it is recommended that you take on HIIT with a 

doctor’s approval. 

HIIT is not recommended for anyone with any orthopaedic limitations such as knee, back, or 

shoulder conditions. 

Likewise anyone suffering from cardiovascular issues like hypertension and heart 

palpitations should not take on such an aggressive form of exercise.

CHAPTER 2: 
BENEFITS OF HIIT 
Everyone wants the fastest, most efficient way to get in shape and HIIT definitely promises 

to deliver. 

So when you are pressed for time, HIIT training is the way to get the job done quickly and 

effectively. 

While additional calorie burn, fat loss, muscle gain and improved endurance are given with 

HIIT training- and will be discussed in greater details later on, here are some of the most 

promising benefits HIIT training can offer: 

  Improves oxygen consumption 

  Cardiovascular benefits 

  Helps reduce blood sugar 

  Boosts metabolism 

  Time saving features that require no equipment 

  Create customized workouts 

  Challenging and entertaining 

  HIIT is efficient 
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CHAPTER 3: 
THE ESSENTIALS OF FAT SHREDDER 
HIIT WORKOUTS 

WHAT EQUIPMENT TO USE IN HIIT? 

The Fat Shredder HIIT workouts are very effective with just your body weight, but as you 

move along, you may want to introduce some equipment into different your routines. 

HOW INTENSE SHOULD THE WORKOUTS BE? 

High intensity workouts are cardio workouts that are aimed at getting the maximum effort 

in a short period of time. The key is to keep the intensity levels at the maximum. 

HIIT is more popular as compared to other methods because it burns calories more quickly. It 

has been seen through research that the more intense a workout is, more quickly fat is burnt. 

Normally, fitness experts judge the intensity level suitable for a person using the RPE scale 

or the rate of perceived exertion scale. 

This scale basically has a 1-10 spectrum, with 10 being the point where you give the workout 

everything you have got. Every person needs to determine where they stand on this 

spectrum and try to move to 10 by gradually upping the intensity of their workouts. 

HOW RESTFUL SHOULD THE REST PERIODS BE? 

While most people do find this strange, rest periods are imperative in a HIIT workout session. 

Without rest periods, you cannot get the full benefits of the workout. Once you are done 

with one set of exercise, your body needs to recover before it can perform the next set. 

The Fat Shredder HIIT rest periods are NOT LONG and just enough to catch your breath but 

not a full rest.

Your rest periods will be 15-30 seconds depending on the workout. 

HOW LONG SHOULD THE WORKOUTS BE? 

The duration for a Fat Shredder HIIT workout will vary but none will be more than 35 minutes.
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HOW FREQUENTLY SHOULD YOU DO HIIT WORKOUTS? 

You cannot do HIIT workouts every single day because it is practically impossible to get 

maximum results by daily workout sessions. If you do high intensity workouts every single 

day, it can poses the risk of injury.

Also if you perform HIIT workouts everyday, you will increase your cortisol levels due to 

over training and stressing the body without allowing any recovery. Cortisol causes body 

fat storage, especially around the belly.

 It is advisable to perform HIIT three to four times a week. The key is to give your body a 

one day recovery time between the sessions. 

HOW TO PREVENT MUSCLE BURN DURING HIIT? 

The aim of a HIIT session is to burn fat and not muscle. Therefore, to prevent muscle burn, 

there are a few things that need to be considered. 

Firstly, it is absolutely essential to take rest days. These days will give your body and your 

brain a chance to recover and prepare for the next workout session. 

Another important factor to consider is nutrition. To benefit from any workout, it is 

important for the workout to be coupled with proper nutrition. 

Fitness pros also recommend getting sufficient sleep. Your body heals itself while you 

sleep. Proper sleep will keep you active for the next workout and it also gives the body 

some time to repair itself before the next session. 

CHAPTER 4: 
HIIT FOR FAT LOSS AND BUILD MUSCLE 

HOW DOES HIIT CAUSE FAT LOSS? 

Metabolism refers to all the processes that take place in the body. 

These can be of two types. 

• Anabolic 

• Catabolic
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HIIT AND FAT OXIDATION 

In cells, oxidation of fat occurs as a result of which triglycerides are produced. These are 

used for energy provision or they can be stored in the adipose tissue. Since HIIT induces fat 

oxidation, it ensures that body fat is being broken down instead of getting stored up. 

The liver is the only organ in the body that can dispose of cholesterol. When fat reserves 

build up on the liver, the liver cannot function properly due to pressure exerted on it by the 

fat concentration. As a result of HIIT, the fat reserves melt which causes the liver to function 

properly for disposing off cholesterol. 

INCREASE IN GROWTH HORMONE LEVELS 

HIIT has also shown to increase growth hormone levels. This hormone is also involved in the 

fat burning mechanism in the body along with enhancing metabolism. In the presence of 

this hormone, the metabolic rate of the body improves and the efficiency of metabolism is 

also enhanced significantly. 

HOW DOES HIIT BUILD MUSCLE MASS? 

HIIT is also responsible for building muscle mass. This is because HIIT builds endurance and 

causes more blood flow with better contractility to the muscles. The blood carries oxygen 

and nutrients to all parts of the body. After high intensity workouts, more oxygen is taken 

to the muscles. This results in oxidative respiration in the muscle.

METABOLISM AND MUSCLE MASS 

HIIT increases the rate of metabolism in the muscles in active stage and keeps metabolic 

activities going on even in the resting stage. In the anabolic reactions, new products are 

made for muscles. In this process, muscle mass is also built. Since high intensity workouts 

keep the anabolic activities going on for 24 hours following the workout, they ensure that 

muscle synthesis is taking place at all times.
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CHAPTER 5: 
FAT SHREDDER HIIT FOR ENDURANCE  
One of the main elements of endurance is cardiovascular performance. This refers to the 

way your heart works and the subsequent working of the circulatory system in response to 

heart’s pumping. The functioning of the heart can be measured by three determinants. 

1. Heart Rate

2. Stroke Volume 

3. Contractility 

HOW IS ENDURANCE BUILT? 

Endurance is not only a measure of how strong your heart working is. It also refers to the 

amount of oxygen that can be delivered to your muscles. This variable is called VO2. This 

variable depends on the factors mentioned above as well as on the amount of oxygen that 

is extracted from the blood that enters the muscles. Not all the oxygen that is taken to the 

muscles by the blood is taken by the muscles. The oxygen has to be extracted first and the 

more oxygen extraction capacity the muscles have, more oxygen they will receive.

HOW DOES HIIT BUILD ENDURANCE? 

Fat Shredder HIIT workouts builds endurance by working on all the variables that are 

mentioned above. It enhances the stroke volume for ensuring a greater amount of blood 

flow to the skeletal muscles. Moreover, it also has an effect on contractility and increases 

the pumping force of the heart. 

These workouts are perfect for athletes looking to increase endurance while holding onto 

muscle and getting more athletic.

HIIT AND VO2 

As mentioned above, the VO2 levels in the blood determine how much oxygen is getting to 

the skeletal muscles and other parts of the body. HIIT has shown to significantly enhance 

VO2 levels in the body and enhances stroke volume. 

Since the stroke volume is enhanced through high intensity workouts, more blood gets 

sent to the body every single time the heart contracts. This is a good thing for the skeletal 

muscles since they start getting more blood. 
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HIIT BUILDS ENDURANCE IN SKELETAL MUSCLES 

High intensity workouts also build endurance in skeletal muscles. When you perform these 

exercises, the vasculature of the skeletal muscle is changed. 

The vasculature refers to the size and number of blood vessels that are present in the area. 

Due to these workouts, tiny blood vessels become apparent in the skeletal muscles.

MOTOR UNITS AND HIIT 

The skeletal muscle fibres have something called motor units. These units are important for 

signalling in the muscles and for building endurance. High intensity workouts increase the 

number of motor units present in the body. This can aid in two things.

 If more motor units are present in the skeletal muscles, then muscle coordination  

 is much better and the person has more endurance. 

 Motor units also help to reduce the fatigue time for exercises. As such, anyone 

 with enhanced motor units does not tend to get tired quickly. 

DOES HIIT AFFECT QMAX? 

Qmax is referred to the maximum amount of blood that your heart can pump to the 

body in a minute. It has been seen in studies that high intensity workouts have little or no 

significant effect on Qmax. 

On the contrary, low intensity workouts such as aerobic workout plans are great for 

increasing Qmax. 

CHAPTER 6:
COMMON MISTAKES WHEN DOING HIIT 
AND FAT SHREDDER HIIT WORKOUTS
HIIT is, beyond doubt, a very effective workout but to get results, it needs to be done 

correctly. Here is a look at some of the most common mistakes to avoid when doing HIIT. 

 Opting for longer workouts 

 Not warming up  
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 Not paying attention to ‘recovery’ intervals 

 Not being ‘intense’ enough 

 Diet and clothing matters 

 Not staying Hydrated during workouts

 Not staying determined enough 

 Doing HIIT too often 

 Choosing the wrong timing 

CHAPTER 7: 
THE BEST DIET FOR HIIT  
To benefit from any workout plan to the fullest, it is imperative to have a suitable nutrition 

plan, complementing the workout sessions. For Fat Shredder HIIT workout program, it is 

essential to have a balanced diet that is rich in proteins, healthy fats, veggies/fruits  and has 

sufficient starchy complex carbs. 

This ensures that you have enough energy to exercise intermittently without giving in to 

fatigue. Along with that, an adequate amount of water is also essential for the success of a 

HIIT workout. 

Starchy carbs like rice, sweet potato, quinoa, steel cut oats and squash are great carbs to 

have with each meal. Plus, carbs are important for your Thyroid which is responsible for 

your metabolism.  If you do not eat carbs YOU WILL NOT LOSE FAT!

Eating 3 Meals per day with a balanced plate of proteins, starchy carbs, fats and veggies/

fruits are essential for fat loss.

POST WORKOUT NUTRITION 

The the most important meal during the Fat Shredder HIIT workout program is you post 

workout meal.

This should be at least 2-1 Starchy Carbs to Protein as your body needs to replenish the 

glycogen stores(carbs) that you lost during the workout and in order for your body to 

continue to burn fat and lose weight you need the 2-1 carb to protein ratio after your 

workout.
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If you need a Lean and Ripped Done For YOU Nutrition Plan for Men and Women 

CLICK THE LINK HERE

CHAPTER 8: 
SUPPLEMENTS FOR HIIT
No matter which workout you are following, you need a proper nutrition plan. You cannot 

out train a bad diet so if you perform all the workout sessions over the 28 days but you do 

not eat healthy, then you WILL NOT LOSE WEIGHT or burn fat.

After you have your workouts, nutrition and hydration on point then you can accelerate 

your results with supplementation.

These supplements are great for that extra boost of energy and for initiating the repair 

process in the body. Several supplements are especially suited for Fat Shredder HIIT 

workout, as they work best for high intensity exercises. 

I have my own supplement company called Funk Supplements in which we create high 

quality supplements and here is a list of what I suggest for best results.

LEANPRO30 GRASS FED 
WHEY PROTEIN 
ISOLATE SUPPLEMENT  

Perfect for making 

smoothies and post 

workout protein 

shake.

METABOLIC BURN 
L-CARNITINE NATURAL 
FAT BURNER

Great to accelerate 

your fat burning 

results.

METABOLIC BLAST – PRE 
WORKOUT ENERGY DRINK 

I never perform a 

workout without 

taking this no calorie 

pre-workout that 

helps increase energy 

and metabolism.

AMINO POWER – BCAAS 

During and after 

Fat Shredder HIIT 

workouts is the best 

time to take my 

amino acids which 

will help me hold 

onto muscle while I 

burn fat and speed 

up recovery. 
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28 DAY FAT SHREDDER 
HIIT WORKOUT CHALLENGE  
Welcome to the Fat Shredder HIIT workouts. 

These workouts are tough circuits using the metabolic protocol, HIIT training and 

combination exercises combined to give you and amazing calorie burning and fat 

shredding workout.

Each circuit combines compound movements and multi joint movements to give you your 

best bang for your buck in under 35 minutes.

These are challenging yet effective circuits that will give you results in the comfort of your 

own home using no equipment but your own bodyweight.

The Fat Shredder HIIT workouts are circuits that are done for timed intervals.  This gives 

you a calorie burning results during and hours after the workout is complete.

As mentioned above we are using combo movements and multi-joint exercises to target 

your entire with each workout, giving the most effect circuit.

Each workout brings a different set up and will continue to shock your body into 

RESULTS!!!

Let’s Get it done!

 

THE FAT SHREDDER HIIT 28 DAY 
PROGRAM  
Over the 28 days you will be using 4 different Fat Shredder workouts and if you have abs 

circuits, you can add them to the end of each workout session.

Each workout session will have a warm up and post workout stretch

Also, you will use short Yoga routines to help you recover in between workouts.
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SAMPLE WORKOUT SCHEDULE
This is the schedule that I advise you stay with during the 28 days in Phase 7.

DAY WORKOUT

Monday Fat Shredder Workout 1

Tuesday Recovery Routine

Wednesday Fat Shredder Workout 2

Thursday Recovery Routine

Friday Fat Shredder Workout 3

Saturday BONUS Fat Shredder Workout 4

Sunday Rest

FAT SHREDDER WORKOUT 1
Perform each exercise for 30 seconds of work followed by 15 seconds of rest for 2 rounds 

and then move onto the next exercise. After you have completed all 6 exercises rest for 60 

seconds and repeat another round.

# EXERCISE WORK REST R1 R2

1 Side to Side Lunges 30 sec 15 sec

2 4 Mountain Climbers to 2 Push Ups 30 sec 15 sec

3 Reverse Crunch to Straight Legs 30 sec 15 sec

4 Side Shuffle Squats 30 sec 15 sec

5 Bear Kick Throughs/Kick Thrus 30 sec 15 sec

6 Blast Off Runners Lunge 30 sec 15 sec

7 Rest -- 60 sec
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FAT SHREDDER HIIT WORKOUT 2 
QUAD 1 - Perform each exercise for 40 seconds of work followed by 20 rest one after the 

other for 3 rounds. Rest for 60 seconds and move onto the next Quad.
 

# EXERCISE WORK REST R1 R2 R3

1 3 frog squats to 3 jump squats 40 sec 20 sec

2 5 jumping jacks to Stationary RUNS 40 sec 20 sec

3
2 Wide push ups to 10 - Wide grip 

mountain climbers
40 sec 20 sec

4 4 reverse lunges to curtsy lunge 40 sec 20 sec

7 Rest -- 60 sec

 

QUAD 2 - Perform each exercise for 40 seconds of work followed by 20 rest one after the 

other for 3 rounds. Rest for 60 seconds and move onto the next Quad.

# EXERCISE WORK REST R1 R2 R3

1
Walk out to shoulder taps to jumping 

lunges 
40 sec 20 sec

2 Close leg thrusters to plank in and outs 40 sec 20 sec

3 Kick ups to tabletop top sit thrus 40 sec 20 sec

4 Slow Everest climbers to kickouts 40 sec 20 sec

7 Rest -- 60 sec
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QUAD 3 - Perform each exercise for 40 seconds of work followed by 20 rest one after the 

other for 3 rounds.

# EXERCISE WORK REST R1 R2 R3

1 Frog full sit ups 40 sec 20 sec

2 Side to side planks 40 sec 20 sec

3 Scissor kicks 40 sec 20 sec

4 Abs Reverse Crunch Corkscrews 40 sec 20 sec

7 Rest -- 60 sec

FAT SHREDDER WORKOUT 3
CYCLONE CIRCUIT
This is a 4-round workout. Each Round you will perform 8 exercises one after the other for 

the prescribed work-rest ratio with a 60 second rest between rounds.

ROUND 1 – Perform each exercise for 50 seconds of work followed by 25 seconds rest.

# EXERCISE WORK REST

1 Alternating Rotational Squat to Calf Raises 50 sec 25 sec

2 Walk Up Push Up to Blast Off Push Ups 50 sec 25 sec

3 Forward Lunge (Jump Lunge) Burpees 50 sec 25 sec

4 Reverse Crunch Toe Touches 50 sec 25 sec

5 Reverse Lunge to Kicks to Alt Knee Strike 50 sec 25 sec

6 Bear Crawls 50 sec 25 sec

7 4 Predator Jacks to 4 Jumping Jacks 50 sec 25 sec

8 4 Frog Squats to 10 Mountain Climbers 50 sec 25 sec
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ROUND 2 – Perform each exercise for 40 seconds of work followed by 20 seconds rest.

# EXERCISE WORK REST

1 Alternating Rotational Squat to Calf Raises 40 sec 20 sec

2 Walk Up Push Up to Blast Off Push Ups 40 sec 20 sec

3 Forward Lunge (Jump Lunge) Burpees 40 sec 20 sec

4 Reverse Crunch Toe Touches 40 sec 20 sec

5 Reverse Lunge to Kicks to Alt Knee Strike 40 sec 20 sec

6 Bear Crawls 40 sec 20 sec

7 4 Predator Jacks to 4 Jumping Jacks 40 sec 20 sec

8 4 Frog Squats to 10 Mountain Climbers 40 sec 20 sec

ROUND 3 – Perform each exercise for 30 seconds of work followed by 15 seconds rest.

# EXERCISE WORK REST

1 Alternating Rotational Squat to Calf Raises 30 sec 15 sec

2 Walk Up Push Up to Blast Off Push Ups 30 sec 15 sec

3 Forward Lunge (Jump Lunge) Burpees 30 sec 15 sec

4 Reverse Crunch Toe Touches 30 sec 15 sec

5 Reverse Lunge to Kicks to Alt Knee Strike 30 sec 15 sec

6 Bear Crawls 30 sec 15 sec

7 4 Predator Jacks to 4 Jumping Jacks 30 sec 15 sec

8 4 Frog Squats to 10 Mountain Climbers 30 sec 15 sec
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ROUND 4 – Perform each exercise for 20 seconds of work followed by 10 seconds rest.

# EXERCISE WORK REST

1 Alternating Rotational Squat to Calf Raises 20 sec 10 sec

2 Walk Up Push Up to Blast Off Push Ups 20 sec 10 sec

3 Forward Lunge (Jump Lunge) Burpees 20 sec 10 sec

4 Reverse Crunch Toe Touches 20 sec 10 sec

5 Reverse Lunge to Kicks to Alt Knee Strike 20 sec 10 sec

6 Bear Crawls 20 sec 10 sec

7 4 Predator Jacks to 4 Jumping Jacks 20 sec 10 sec

8 4 Frog Squats to 10 Mountain Climbers 20 sec 10 sec

FAT SHREDDER WORKOUT 4
This is a 4-round workout. Each Round you will perform 8 exercises one after the other for 

the prescribed work-rest ratio.

ROUND 1 – Perform each exercise for 40 seconds of work followed by 20 seconds rest.

# EXERCISE WORK REST

1 Reverse Lunge Drives - 5 per side 40 sec 20 sec

2 Bear Plank reverse toe touch 40 sec 20 sec

3 Triceps extensions to hip thrust 40 sec 20 sec

4 Squat to Calf Raise 40 sec 20 sec

5 Leg kickbacks to Pike Push Up 40 sec 20 sec

6 Hamstring Walkouts to Glute Raise 40 sec 20 sec

7 Side Shuffle Squat Pyramid 40 sec 20 sec

8 10 Abs Bicycles and 3 Superman 40 sec 20 sec
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ROUND 2 – Perform each exercise for 25 seconds of work followed by 10 seconds rest.

# EXERCISE WORK REST

1 Reverse Lunge Drives - 5 per side 25 sec 10 sec

2 Bear Plank reverse toe touch 25 sec 10 sec

3 Triceps extensions to hip thrust 25 sec 10 sec

4 Squat to Calf Raise 25 sec 10 sec

5 Leg kickbacks to Pike Push Up 25 sec 10 sec

6 Hamstring Walkouts to Glute Raise 25 sec 10 sec

7 Side Shuffle Squat Pyramid 25 sec 10 sec

8 10 Abs Bicycles and 3 Superman 25 sec 10 sec

ROUND 3 – Perform each exercise for 40 seconds of work followed by 20 seconds rest.

# EXERCISE WORK REST

1 Reverse Lunge Drives - 5 per side 40 sec 20 sec

2 Bear Plank reverse toe touch 40 sec 20 sec

3 Triceps extensions to hip thrust 40 sec 20 sec

4 Squat to Calf Raise 40 sec 20 sec

5 Leg kickbacks to Pike Push Up 40 sec 20 sec

6 Hamstring Walkouts to Glute Raise 40 sec 20 sec

7 Side Shuffle Squat Pyramid 40 sec 20 sec

8 10 Abs Bicycles and 3 Superman 40 sec 20 sec
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ROUND 4 – Perform each exercise for 25 seconds of work followed by 10 seconds rest.

# EXERCISE WORK REST

1 Reverse Lunge Drives - 5 per side 25 sec 10 sec

2 Bear Plank reverse toe touch 25 sec 10 sec

3 Triceps extensions to hip thrust 25 sec 10 sec

4 Squat to Calf Raise 25 sec 10 sec

5 Leg kickbacks to Pike Push Up 25 sec 10 sec

6 Hamstring Walkouts to Glute Raise 25 sec 10 sec

7 Side Shuffle Squat Pyramid 25 sec 10 sec

8 10 Abs Bicycles and 3 Superman 25 sec 10 sec
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